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Letter from the Secretary General:
Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,
Welcome to AltMuns 4th yearly edition!

Time has gone by quickly since we organized our first edition all the way back in 2019. Back then, the
current organizing team of AltMun 2022, myself included, took the role of pagers, handing roses and
so on. To think that team would be in charge of organizing AltMun just a few editions later is a
testament to how quickly time passes by.

When choosing the topics for this year's edition, I wanted to make sure that all of them allowed and
invited discussions of relevant issues our world is facing. I sincerely hope and believe that all
delegates will be able to see this in action no matter the committee, whether it is of an ongoing war in
Europe or of a fictitious scenario derived from a Netflix film.

If I had to give one piece of advice to delegates derived from my 4 years of MUN experience, it
would be to really submerge oneself in the role of the representative one is playing. At the end of the
day, MUN is a roleplaying simulation. I have found that if one bears that in mind and focuses on how
to promote their countries/ characters interests, instead of solely seeking to win a prize, success is
more likely to follow you.

Lastly, I would like to thank you for participating in AltMun 2022, and for allowing an event that I
have been looking forward to for a long, long time to actually occur. I hope you enjoy participating in
this event as much as I have enjoyed organizing it. I wish you all great success in your respective
conferences.

All the best,
Juan Pablo O’Brien Del Castillo
Secretary General, Altair Model United Nations 2022
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Letter from the director:
Hi everyone! I’m Nicolas Suarez, your committee director. Currently, I’m in my second year of
Diploma and am the Deputy Secretary General of AltMUN 2022! I’ve been doing MUN for around 5
years and thoroughly enjoy it. From the intensity that seemingly calm committee debates resonate, to
being able to make good friends with other delegates, to even the rush of sending the Draft Resolution
in time. I love all of it. Joining me as an assistant director will be Alejandra Leon! In terms of
committees, I really enjoy social committees such as WHO and SOCHUM (so you can see why I’m
excited for this committee). Personally, I enjoy playing sports (such as fencing, badminton, etc.),
binging on social media, playing video games, and watching anime (if you have any recommendations
let me know). Moreover, I’m working towards becoming a psychiatrist.

In terms of committee preferences and technicality, I’m really looking forward to speeches and
debates which have evidence of good critical thinking and planned research. But don’t let the research
part disencourage you from adding emotion to them. Committee flow-wise, I enjoy seeing moderated
caucuses but unmoderated caucuses are also vitally important. Moreover, if any updates do come up,
please follow them and act accordingly (it makes the committee funner). Finally, though a bit biased,
I place a lot of importance on the draft resolutions. Make sure that these are formatted correctly (if
you do not know how to format them please feel free to contact me before or during the committee
and I will happily help), are organized, turned in on time, and the solutions are not repetitive.

In the case of solutions, due to the nature of this committee, we are looking for holistic and innovative
solutions, with an emphasis on the short term but not lacking long term solutions. We are really
looking forward to the committee's debate and how you delegates are able to help this extremely
pressing issue. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or my AD and we will be
happy to help. See you then!

Nicolas Suarez
nicolas.s.suarez.s@gmail.com
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Overview of the problem:
Since the takeover of the Taliban in August 2021, much of the previous funding towards
Humanitarian efforts in Afghanistan have ceased. Almost $10 billion have been frozen by external
governments and institutions. This issue is amplified when taking into consideration the fact that
nearly 80% of Afghanistan's budget previously came from the aforementioned external resources.

The Committee:
The Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee (SOCHUM), also known as the third committee,
constitutes one of the six main General Assemblies of the UN. According to the official United
Nations page, social, humanitarian, and human rights affairs. All 193 member states are able to attend
and debate.

Originally instituted in 1945 (directly after World War II), the third committee is currently in its 75th
Session, with a focus based around sustained economic and sustainable growth as well as the
maintaining of peace and human rights. Due to this, the SOCHUM committee works hand in hand
with the Human Rights Council, with more than half of the previous session’s resolutions being
centered around human rights. Therefore, it is expected that delegates will have holistic proposals
which take into consideration the respective human rights.

The SOCHUM committee, being a general assembly, has much more power when compared to
smaller UN organisms. According to the UN charter, general assemblies have the ability to:
●

Approve United Nations Budget as well as establish financial assessment of different Member
States

●

Appoint and elect non-permanent members of the Security Council and other United Nation
council members

●

Appoint the Secretary-General with recommendation from the Security Council

●

Make recommendations on general principles of international peace and disarmament
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●

Question topics which pertain to international peace and security

●

Develop and codify international law, collaborating in the economic, social, humanitarian,
cultural, educational and health fields

In the case of what SOCHUM as a general assembly cannot do is:
●

Discuss and take action on topics being tackled by the Security Council, instead only
proposing recommendations

●

Send and put into action peacekeepers and blue helmets without prior approval from the
Security Council

●

Take action in cases of threatening of peace and international security, only being able to do
so in the case that there has been a negative vote of a permanent member of the Security
Council

It must be noted that due to the last addressed limitation of SOCHUM, in the case that the Security
Council decides to veto vote an initiative regarding decisive action to ensure peace, SOCHUM can
decide to have collective action on the matter to ensure promptness (according to the “United for
peace” resolution of November 1950.

Due to the aforementioned, we are looking for proposals which look to instill peace while also
balancing humanitarian aid efforts within Afghanistan. Remember that these proposals must be
original and actually applicable while focusing on the general trend which falls under the SOCHUM
committee.
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Past Situation:
To completely understand the importance of providing humanitarian aid to Afghanistan, the context
must firstly be explained.

The roots of the issue begin in 1979, when the Soviet Union decided to invade Afghanistan. Their
objective was to be able to establish a communist government within the country. In doing so, the
only supporters were a minority of urban dwellers, which were vastly outnumbered by the rural ethnic
and tribal groups. Disagreeing with the communist government imposed upon them, rural Afghani
citizens formed mujahideens (militia groups). Among the mujahideens that emerged, al-Qaeda was
one of them. Originally founded by Osama Bin Laden, this organization began as a logistical network
looking to aid the Afghani citizens fighting against the communist government. Through the
combined effort, a 14 year long civil war was waged, ending in 1992 with the toppling of the Afghani
communist government. After much turmoil and multiple scrimmages between mujahideens, the
Taliban emerged victorious. The Taliban consequently replaced the government, imposing a strict rule
on Afghanistan.
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Starting from 1996, al-Qaeda was re-established, working to topple those who they considered
enemies to the Islamic Regime. In order to do so, patronage and sponsorship from the Taliban was
utilized. Targeting the USA as the next enemy, on the 9th of November, 2001, al Qaeda hijacked and
consequently crashed 4 airlines into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. This decisive action
consequently sparked what is known as the “War on Terror”, an ongoing 20 year USA and NATO-led
offensive against terrorist groups worldwide, with a special concentration on the Taliban and
al-Qaeda.

Concentrating more on Afghanistan, the War on Afghanistan started with the War on Terror, with the
main conflictants being Afghanistan and USA. Through multiple military offenses, the USA was able
to establish an interim government starting in 2004. The consequent years led to a back and forth fight
between the Taliban and the USA in order to have complete control over Afghanistan. Effectively, this
decade and a half long continuous fighting left the infrastructural stability and well being in
Afghanistan in complete ruin.

August 30, 2021 marked the retreat of the last
US troops from Afghanistan under President
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Biden’s presidency. During this retreat, the Taliban effectively retook Kabul, the capital of
Afghanistan within 2 weeks, reinstalling their rule for the first time since 2004. Though the US and
NATO desperately tried to maintain the country and rebuild it with democracy, the efforts in the end
failed, only temporarily increasing rights and quality of life.

Before delving into the current status of Afghanistan under Taliban rule, the reality of the country
must be observed during the aforementioned conflict to contextualize the situation civilians find
themselves in. Casualties of the conflict have been estimated between 46,000-170,000 civilians, with
many of these having to be guessed without evidence. Moreover military and humanitarian aid which
was destined to be used in Afghanistan often resulted in either being destroyed or being handed to
corrupt individuals. Certain estimates of the misuse of US aid calculated that from 2001, over 40% of
the destined aid resulted in being given to corrupt individuals. Since the start of the war, it is estimated
that there have been over 5,7 million refugees, with 2.1 million of these not having returned to their
homeland. Moreover, in 2013, there were over 500 thousand internally displaced refugees, with this
number slightly decreasing to 400,000 during 2020. Drug trade, being a huge source of Taliban’s
revenue, is also rampant. Between 2018-2019, over $400 million were made from drug trade alone.
Though health and wellbeing increased between 2001 to 2021, the bombing of multiple hospital
buildings by the Taliban in 2019 has signficantly reduced healthcare capacity and impacted the
population due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Women’s rights and education were able to exponentially
increase due to the rebuilding efforts.

Current Issue:
Currently, the situation in Afghanistan, though critical, is not completely lackluster. Starting from the
initial fall of Kabul towards the Taliban up until February 2022, Afghanistan has amassed around $1.6
billion, estimated by UNOCHA. The main contributors to this situation are the US, with $421 million,
the EU, with $277 million, Germany, with $182 million, and the UK with $113 million. Nevertheless,
according to UN estimates, the total monetary external aid funding that Afghanistan needs for 2022
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alone, is $8 billion. Comparing this to other UN budgets, this quantity is around 40% more than
Afghanistan’s budget in 2020 as well as 25% more than the entire UN peacekeeping missions budget.
It must be kept into consideration that the war-effort and peacekeeping effort in order to have a
democratic government in Afghanistan cost around $2.3 trillion (according to Brown University
estimated). Even after such an investment, sustainable democratic efforts were not able to be mainted.
The current UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres and other UN organisms have stated that in order
to be able to truly help Afghanistan, the economy and banking system must be revitalized. Since the
crash of the banking system in August 2021, the economic situation has been on a downward spiral.
This not only poses a threat to the citizens but also towards NGOs and humanitarian organizations
attempting to donate funds to support the effort.

Stemming away from statistical economic needs, the actual needs of the Afghani population are grave.
As of February 2022, 9 million people were considered to be extremely close to a state of famine.
Moreover, the UN WFP (World Food Programme) states that the situation may potentially become
“the world’s worst humanitarian crisis”. Further explaining that 23 million people are at risk of facing
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harsh food shortages. Children are some of the harshest affected. Over 1 million children under the
age of five are acutely malnourished while ⅓ of teenage girls suffer from anemia. Health-wise, the
International Committee of Red Cross (ICRC) assessed health clinics and reported that around 60% of
these have insufficient capacity for the current situation in Afghanistan.

Though certain humanitarian help may be available, transportation into the country is seen to be
delayed and hampered. Due to the Taliban’s tight hold on border control and restrictions of
movement, some humanitarian aid being transported through Afghanistan borders has been limited.
The aforementioned, as well as the limited commercial flight to Kabul raises a great obstacle for
organizations attempting to deliver emergency supplies. Regardless, the greatest challenge arises from
internal distribution of aid. Though a large amount of foodstuff originates locally, external aid is seen
to be limited in order to be distributed throughout the whole of Afghanistan. Yet another factor that
must be taken into consideration regarding distribution is the past and current corruption. A staggering
unknown proportion of external aid towards Afghanistan has been redirected to corrupt warlords and
government officials, leading to a reduction of the true amount of aid being accounted for and
reaching the general population. To add insult to injury, several Afghani press services have reported
that a percentage of the current aid has been diverted into connected individuals instead of the
population that truly needs it.

Current Help:
Though the situation is dire, different NGOs and volunteers are contributing in order to aid the
Afghanistan population. One of these is Learn Afghanistan. This NGO started as a digital tool
developer, focusing on home learning. It has now shifted into the distribution of meals and foodstuff,
being funded by local and international help. Many local NGOs have risen in order to provide help,
and these must not be disregarded due to the aforementioned transportational difficulties.
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Internationally, the UN has mentioned the aid of around 150 NGOs in order to provide humanitarian
aid. These products and services include but are not limited to: health, nutrition, human rights
advocacy, civil societies, essential services, etc. Most of these services and programs are mostly
channeled and provided exclusively through NGOs. A key example of these is the aforementioned
ICRC. Over 10 thousand employees depend on their salaries provided by this NGO. Another example
is the UN’s Children’s Agency, paying a total of $200 in the course of two months to around 194,000
public school teachers. Donators, including several countries, have already invested billions in order
to institutionalize Afghanistan over the last 20 years. Nevertheless, through the constant war and
consequent destruction, many of these efforts have either been in vain or fallen short.

Though limited, it seems that aid from external sources are the only hope in order to aid the millions
in hunger. In response to the current situation, the chief minister Mohammad Hasan Akhund has
stated that it is “a test of God”. Moreover, Akhund stated that the Taliban was not responsible for the
feeding of those in need, rather the responsibility of the people to turn to God for help. Through harsh
international sanctions on the country in addition to the limited budget of the Taliban of $520 million
in the first quarter of 2022, many critics are calling Afghanistan a “Republic of NGOs”.

Previous UN actions:
Though it has been previously mentioned, the UN is currently providing millions in aid and
spearheading efforts in order to aid the Afghani population. Most UN actions have been in the form of
appealing for funds in order to provide humanitarian aid. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees
has pleaded for $623 million in order to support refugees under the Afghanistan Situation Refugee
Response Plan. Moreover, the UN Emergency Relief Coordinator has stated and consequently asked
for $4.4 billion in funds for the Afghanistan Humanitarian Response Plan for health workers alone.

Focusing on official UN resolutions, on the 22nd of December 2021, the United Nations Security
Council unanimously adopted Resolution 2615. This resolution had the main concern of enabling the
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delivery of humanitarian aid into Afghanistan. The resolution is an exemption of previous resolutions
1988 and 2255 which sanctioned the regime from receiving and being provided humanitarian aid.
Resolution 2615 additionally entails the permission of processing the payments of funds and other
economic and financial assets in order to provide essential goods and services. Nevertheless, it
strongly encouraged donors to utilize trustworthy providers in order to minimize potential corruption.
The resolution also works hand-in-hand with the Emergency Relief Coordinator. By doing so, briefing
of members occurs every 6 months with relevant information about every provision donated.

Taking a look into further past situations, in 1996, the United Nations General Assembly passed
resolution 51/195 in order to bring forth emergency international assistance for the reconstruction of
Afghanistan. Though a past example, it allows for the viewing of how humanitarian aid has been
provided to Afghanistan in the past which may bring forth remodeling or revamping of past solutions.
The resolution focuses on resolving the conflict at the time but also highly calls upon and demands
prioritization on the delivery of humanitarian assistance. Moreover, it asks all potential delegations,
NGOs and programmes to continue to provide “all possible financial, technical, and material
assistance for the restoration of basic services…”. Though abstract, the idea within this resolution
stands that it has always been a priority to provide humanitarian aid towards the Afghani population.

Bloc Positions:
Due to the humanitarian approach of this topic, there are no well structured sides to the conflict. Most
if not all countries involved in the topic are providing support one way or another, and therefore
rivalries are rare. The only potential contradicting positions would be between those who contribute
and those who don’t.
Non-contributors:
The country which belongs to this group is doing so due to the
opposition of providing humanitarian aid. Therefore countries
which are not able to provide humanitarian aid due to lack of
development will not be considered within this group.
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Afghanistan government (Taliban): Though the country itself is not able to provide humanitarian aid
to itself due to self-explanatory situations, the fact lies that the Taliban is obstaclizing the help of
humanitarian aid to the people. Shortly after the invasion of Kabul by the Taliban, human rights were
set back from what they had been advanced by foreign intervention. Women’s rights were limited,
more so than they previously were, media outlets were closed, and government officials, journalists,
and religious leaders were executed. This brought forth not only civilian unrest but also the lack of the
balanced local reporting of the situation. Consequently, intrinsic insight and aid is not available. This
opens the opportunity of misreports regarding the actual situation within Afghanistan. Slow internal
investigations and unreliable, non concrete responses from the Taliban have led to the dependence of
external sources for the Afghanistan population.

Contributors:
European Union:
The European Union’s position within the humanitarian issue is complex yet fixed. Although the EU
does not formally recognize the Taliban government and moreover is completely against the strict
regulations and violations of women’s rights, it recognizes the critical situation. In the past, the EU
has been a huge sponsor for the reconstruction of Afghanistan and humanitarian aid, with the funding
of over 4 billion Euros since 2002. Additionally, over 250 million aid packages which aim to help
educational and social programmes have been implemented by the EU and UN. In order to facilitate
the distribution of humanitarian aid, the European Union Council has decided to have minimal
presence in Kabul, mostly to ensure the security of the goods.
Nevertheless, the distribution of humanitarian aid does not come unconditionally. The EU Council has
set out five key benchmarks that must be respected in order to ensure the continued and future support
and relationship of the EU to Afghanistan. These are:
1. Afghanistan will not host nor refuge terrorists which go against other countries.
2. Human rights must be respected, more importantly women’s rights and the rule of law and
freedom of media must be ensured.
3. Establishment of a transitional, inclusive, and representative government through
negotiations.
4. Free access to humanitarian aid in respect to the EU delivery and distribution.
5. Respecting the past promise of the Taliban of the departure of foreign citizens and at risk
Afghani citizens.
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Evidently, due to the fact that the Taliban has not completely upheld these benchmarks, some EU
countries have begrudgingly continued support. Refugee-wise, Austria, Denmark, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Greece and Germany have stated that refugee returns to Afghanistan should continue due
to the fact that the contrary would motivate more Afghani citizens from migrating out of the country.
The biggest EU supporters towards the humanitarian aid effort are: Germany ($182 million), France
($80 million), Denmark ($74 million), Sweden ($53 million), and Netherlands ($30 million).
North America:
In the case of North America, the United States of America, Canada, and Mexico have provided two
main ways: refugee allocation, and monetary funds. In the case of monetary funds, USA and Canada
have primordially donated funds with a combined total of $776 million ($720 million from USA and
$56 million from Canada) since August 2021. In the case of the USA, its main flow of funds has been
directed towards scaled-up humanitarian response not only to Afghanistan but also the neighboring
countries. In order to do so, it is working hand in hand with: UNHRC, IOM, UNFPA, and UNICEF.
According to the official USA government page, its objective is to distribute the money into
emergency funds, shelter, hygienic needs, and human rights protections. In the case of Canada, its
funds are a direct response to the UN and ICRC’s petition for emergency funds. These are targeted
towards the most vulnerable populations; working alongside NGOs. The Canadian government’s goal
is to provide emergency food, nutritional, and logistical services and goods.
Migration-wise, Mexico accepted over 100 Afghani citizens which were at risk of being prosecuted
by the government due to gender or political reasons. According to the Foreign Secretary, this
political decision was an action meant to demonstrate the importance Mexico places on human rights
and aiding the most vulnerable of Afghanistan. In the evacuation procedure of the US, it opened its
borders for over 74,000 Afghani refugees whereas Canada has pledged to accept around 40,000
Afghani refugees.
Middle East:
Due to the close proximity that the Middle East has with Afghanistan, countries there have also fallen
victim to the repercussions of the rampant war and terrorism. Nevertheless, most countries have still
been able to recognize the graveness of the humanitarian issue. The most evident manner of helping is
through the acceptance of refugees. Notable countries which have done so are Pakistan and Iran. Both
of these countries received a total of 2.23 million refugees (Pakistan 1,45 million and Iran 780
thousand).
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Moreover, due to their close proximity, the Middle Eastern countries have a facility in order to direct
resources to Afghanistan. These countries include Pakistan, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan and Kazakhstan. Much of the foreign humanitarian aid has been received by these countries
in order to redistribute it into Afghanistan through roads. The distribution of foreign aid should not
shed spotlight away from the fact that these countries have also provided humanitarian assistance
towards Afghanistan. For example, Pakistan has pledged $28 million in humanitarian supplies while
Saudi Arabia has sent over 65 tonnes of aid.
All in all, although some of the countries you delegates will be representing are not mentioned within
these bloc positions, this does not mean that they are irrelevant to the topic. We highly encourage you
to do extensive research about the delegation you will be representing in order to have a good idea of
your position and consequently not to go against country policy.

QARMAS:
1. To what extent can humanitarian aid assistance towards Afghanistan be considered legitimate
and not disrespecting their sovereignty (in respect to UNSC resolution 2615)?
2. Are the sanctions imposed on the Taliban doing more harm than good? If so (or on the
contrary), what measures should be taken in order to find the correct (if any) sanctions?
3. Should refugees be accepted internationally, or should they be returned to Afghanistan? Why
or why not?
4. Should nations prioritize the helping of at-risk civilians within the borders of Afghanistan or
attempt to relocate? Why?
5. How should the international community deal with the obstacalization of the Taliban in order
to distribute humanitarian aid and goods? Should land or air delivery be prioritized? Should
negotiations be attempted in order to facilitate this?
6. What are some ways that potential solutions can avoid the touch of corruption in the case of
monetary assistance? What international organisms should be utilized, if any at all?
7. Which type of solutions should be prioritized? Short, medium or long term? How can a
balance of these be achieved in order to have the best outcome?

Position Paper requirements:
Positions papers establish the position of a country on a specific issue. They allow delegates to
demonstrate the research they have done for the committee. The position paper should consist of three
paragraphs. The first paragraph should have general information about the committee as well as your
country’s position. The second paragraph should have past UN resolutions regarding the topic.
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Finally, the third paragraph should elaborate on your proposals which you will present in the
conference.
The position paper should be written in Times New Roman 11 and be no longer than one page. In
addition, sources must be included in MLA format. The sources do not count as pages. Delegates
should include a header with the following information: their full name, delegation (if applicable),
and the delegation’s flag and the official of the country they are representing. The text should be
justified on both sides. The Position Paper should be sent to nicolas.s.suarez.s@gmail.com in a PDF
format by Monday, June 6th at 11:59 P.M.
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